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Milk Your Database 
Transcription 
 
Your database is your best friend.  This is where the money lies, the profits are 
there in your database just waiting to be awakened with an irresistible offer to 
come back to your table.  On a practical note, before we get into the ideas of 
what we can do to  keep your customers coming back, there are many excellent 
different software programs for storing your database.  But the one thing that 
you will thank yourself for later on is to ensure that your database is up to date 
from the very beginning.  Your database is the lifeblood of your business, you 
must nurture and grow it all the time.  This comes back to what we were talking 
about earlier, with repeat business - it all starts with your database.  As your 
database grows, as will your profits.   
 
One of the best tools to expand the database was a little promotion that was a 
win-win for both my customers and me.  Every few camps, I would have a Bring 
a Friend day.  This is where all the children were invited to bring a friend with 
them to camp for a free day of fun with them.  I just had to bring on some extra 
leaders to ensure the children to leader ratio was covered, so the cost was a 
couple more wages for a day.  However, the benefit was huge - I instantly 
doubled my database of quality contacts.  All the friends had to have signed 
permission via the enrolment form which provided all the contact details I 
needed for future contact.  And do you know what else happened as a bonus?  
In most cases, the friends had SO much fun that one day, they signed up for the 
rest of the week!  SO I was increasing my database and my profits. Let’s say 
that 60% came back for at least one day that week, that’s money in the bank 
with no work, no retention.  Couldn’t be easier.   
 
If you have the opportunity to personalise your contact with your database, do 
so.  I remember once I sent a letter out to my database, which was an extra 
special early bird promotion.  When they opened the letter, I had a bright yellow 
post it note stuck on top, on which I had written in black texta “Come along 
Sarah!  We’d love to see you again and don’t want you to miss out! - Chantelle” 
I personalised this with the child’s name and my own, giving more power to an 
ordinary letter, a sense of urgency.  Make your communications stand out.  
Every chance you have to make your customer feel like they truly are within the 
core group of your business, like they are connected with you is good.  We will 
talk about this more in the next track.  
 
The worst thing you can do in business is to be boring and predictable.  And the 
best is to make your customers feel magnificent.  Use your database to keep 
track of all the childrens birthdays.  Something that really works a treat is to 
send all the children on your database a birthday card. I can hear your thoughts 
already - I haven’t got time to write 20 birthday cards every single week - I 
barely remember to put a card in the post for my brother!   
 
 
Ahh, but remember, leverage is our goal, so here’s how to achieve this without 
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getting writing cramp.  Buy in bulk a box of a couple of hundred childrens mixed 
birthday cards and eBay is your best bet.  Then, if you happen to know a 
teenager with nice handwriting who might be looking for a little bit of pocket 
money, approach them if they might like to take responsibility for writing birthday 
cards to your database and you’d pay them on a per card basis.  All you need 
to do is give them a printed out copy of your database sorted according to 
birthdays by the week.  Even if you are only using Excel for a database, you will 
be able to do this.   
 
Give them the cards and a box of stamps and ask them to post the cards a 
week in advance before the upcoming week’s birthday.  The kids will feel so 
special that you have remembered them and it might cost you, well let’s say 
under $2 per card including the cost of the card, stamp and paying your ghost 
writer.  These are all loyalty techniques for ensuring you stay present in their 
minds and remind them how much fun they have when they come to your 
camps.  How different your business is.  The more quality contact you have with 
your database the more they will enjoy engaging with you, and choosing to do 
business with you.         
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
  
 
 
 
 


